Food Photography
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=spmvvSIYX0g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwM0Ng1lInc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eiipb1EuyVg

Yr 10 Food Photography
This is a very specialist area of photography and something we take for granted.
Food holds memories and aspirations. It can create both fun, utilitarian and serious
atmospheres. Look at the clips below (and if you want others to inspire you)
1.) Choose two artists that interest you from the next pages (or find your own)
Analyse their work in depth, (include examples & images)
2.) Plan your own response in drawn images and notes.
3.) Take two photo shoots in response to the artists you analysed. (24 per shoot)
4.) Write a reflection log on each.
5.)Put all work onto powerpoint and upload to TEAMS.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=spmvvSIYX0g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwM0Ng1lInc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Eiipb1EuyVg

Basic Annotation of your workEach page or
group of works

include this

Why did you make the work?
Your intension, what were you investigating within the project/theme? Materials, ideas, compositions,
lighting to show texture and form

How did you find it?
Personal response… Be honest, what did you find a challenge and how did you overcome it?

What did you learn?
What were your strengths/weaknesses and how would improve /develop these e.g. ‘I need to work large
using a bigger paintbrush’. ‘I need to use people of differing ages to model for me’.

How might you re-use the technique/idea if you were to do it
again?

• Martin Parr
Food is a patchwork of macro-lens, ring-flashed colour photographs from 1990s
Britain, forming a marvellously garish tapestry of a nation’s favourite foods.
Celebration, critique or personal enquiry – however you approach these
photographs they tell a story that refuses to give up any easy answers to the
questions of national identity, mass production and consumption.

• STEVE HANSEN
• An award-winning photographer specializing in food and beverages, Steve Hansen brings an artist’s eye and a chef’s
perspective to every image he creates for his clients. Steve draws upon his prior experience as a food stylist,
professional chef, and digital artist to every shoot where he creates vibrant and impactful images that consistently
resonate with the senses. After receiving a degree in baking and pastry from Seattle Central College, he continued
on to the Culinary Institute of America where he earned his degree in the culinary arts. From there he began
working his way up the ranks in some of the best restaurants in the world, including Restaurant Daniel in New York
and The Herbfarm Restaurant near Seattle. During his time as a private chef in San Francisco he began to combine
his knowledge of food with his photographic experience, and over the course of the last decade, he has created a
photographic style which effectively captures the viewer’s imagination.

MAURO TURATTI

• Hyperactive Studio was born in March 2010 from the professional partnership
between Mauro Turatti and Mattia Giani. Since he was young, Mauro refined his
photographic technique, starting to work in the advertising world very early and
featuring important advertising campaign from 2004. Mattia, in the same
period, gained experience as post producer working with several photographic
studios in Milan. Together, they created a modern structure able to create high
level advertising images that place them at the top of the Italian emerging
studios. The shootings for advertising campaign are always present side by side
with researh pictures, that approach the world of art in a characteristic way.
Hyperactive Studio wants to keep growing, dreaming and try out professionally
to assert itself alla round the World.

IRA LEONI

• Ira Leoni is an award-winning
professional and passionate
food photographer, working
for magazines, publishers and
agencies

FULVIO BONAVIA
• Fulvio Bonavia is an award-winning
advertising and editorial photographer
known for his uniquely inventive imagery.
He has used food to create haute couture
apparel inspired by designers such as
Alexander McQueen and Prada; crafted
jewelry, accessories, handbags, and shoes
out of edible elements for his book A Matter
of Taste; and produced advertising images
for clients like Pirelli, Montblanc, Sony and
Adidas.
• Born in Italy, Fulvio started out as a graphic
designer and illustrator of film posters
before devoting his energies to
photography.
• As a photographer, he brings his artistic and
design sensibilities to each and every one of
his pictures, doing all of postproduction
himself so that his photographs are infused
with his vision from start to finish.

• STEVE NOZICKA
• Chicago-based
commercial
photographer,
specializing in
still life, location
and studio
photography.

JULIA SENT
“I believe it is possible to show the beauty of things imperfect, impermanent, the
beauty of things conventional and unconventional.
Simple things can be reflections of human desires, abilities, hidden feelings, stories.
The ability to appreciate, to be amazed by smallest fragment of surroundings will
lead to appreciation an understanding of the whole world.” – Julia Sent

• ISABELLA CASSINI
• Isabella Cassini is an award-winning food and still life
photographer, based in Los Angeles and New York.

• NOEL BARNHURST
• Noel Barnhurst is a food photographer in the heart of the San Francisco Bay
Area.

• Simon Smith
•

https://simonsmithphotography.co.uk/food/

• Simon is an established food, drink and still life
photographer with over 20 years' experience. He
works from 2 large studios in west London, both
featuring high-end digital facilities and fully
equipped kitchens.
• He undertakes advertising, editorial, packaging and
PR commissions for a wide range of clients. These
include Asda, Batchelors, BBC, Bisto, Danone,
Diageo, Dolmio, Heinz, Hellmann’s, Hovis, KFC,
Kingsmill, Knorr, Marks & Spencer, McDonald’s,
McVities, Nestle, Old El Paso, Roadchef, Ryvita,
Sainsbury’s, Schwartz, Sharwood’s, Tate & Lyle, and
Tesco.

http://www.michaelray.com/

• Images from The ‘International Photography Awards’ and Artists website

https://uk.video.search.yahoo.com/search/video?fr=mcafee&p=laura+lentisky#id=1&vid=5e
f8936aa1e68a7a83a22d3a81db5f81&action=click
Her speaking about her work

https://uk.video.search.yahoo.com/search/video?fr=mcafee&p=laura+lentisky&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly91
ay52aWRlby5zZWFyY2gueWFob28uY29tL3NlYXJjaC92aWRlbz9mcj1tY2FmZWUmcD1sYXVyYStsZW50aXNreQ&
guce_referrer_sig=AQAAAHdDxSKuuXkcpYoaq3x0wagR7Oo1yFMps4h9lPXeLUegk9hX85jezc0iYdqqUMKcK0Tz5
pyWA7_5v6ofRD4T8QXsMucTtPlbQrzqpRfjuEtNPe9NXu4Ak9Vjp_D8f4te4iiu_DOFJQDDRUi0uJMreVoR8KA2KQF
tQN8viJkAlrW8&_guc_consent_skip=1588256083#id=14&vid=8ef78c41359258b2e4b81bbd861eb8cf&action
=view
A little monotonous- but good summery
of her work in an essay presentation

Now look at the work of Laura Letinsky.
Analyse your favourite 3 pieces. Present and idea of what aspect you
would like to capture in the ‘aftermath’ of a meal.
Shoot and reflect on the work- UPLOAD
https://lauraletinsky.com/photographs/the-dog-and-the-wolf/

• Work that was Set on Wednesday 11th Nov -1.Complete presenting
your Mari Mahr Images and analyse them using the matrix you were
given
• 2.Using the photograph you enlarged Create your own version of one
of Mari Mahr. Take at least 6 photos experimenting with placing the
light in different places. Use the annotation sheet to say what you did.
• Take a series of photos 'Looking through' objects- Each shoot needs to
have 15 photos- You can choose to take photos of a Still
Life/landscape/homescape (life within your home).
• The items you need to shoot through are....A bottle, a window/glass
(consider how this can be steamed up and distorted). drinking glasses,
plastic wrap, Leaves / Foliage / Bushes / Trees, toys OR kitchen utensils
and Ornaments. Have fun and be creative. Bring inready to print off in
Monday's lesson.

Analyse a Portrait Photographer and plan a response.
You will be expected to take photographs at home
and in lesson. If you have time start now.

Take a photoshoot 'in response' to your chosen the
food photographer.
Remember to consider the essence of what they are trying to show. Is it bright colour, goowey textures, colour
creations? Consider the background, as well as the plate, dishes etc that are in the shoot. You might need to use
others to hold lights, forks etc. WHen you've gone to the length of designing and organising the shoot tray and take
the photos from a range of angles NOT just one. Present you contact sheet, Your 4 favourite photos and annotation
on powerpoint or word and up-load to TEAMS. If you are able to please edit your 4 photos either on Photo shop or
why not try out some of the apps I've up-loaded. Present these on the next page/slide. Any queries, just email me.
Stay Creative!

Analyse 2nd Food Photographers work and plan
second reponse Analyse using the frame works provided, make sure you are using photography
words such as colour, contrast, space, framing, texture, rule of thirds and leading lines, refelctions etc. Make sure if
you have an opinion on the photograph you back it up (say why). Plan out a photoshoot in response to each
photoshoot. This should be your second one.

Take a photoshoot 'in response' to your 2nd food
photographer. Remember to consider the essence of what they are trying to show. Is it bright
colour, goowey textures, colour creations? Consider the background, as well as the plate, dishes etc that are in the
shoot. You might need to use others to hold lights, forks etc. When you've gone to the length of designing and
organising the shoot tray and take the photos from a range of angles NOT just one. Present you contact sheet, Your 4
favourite photos and annotation on powerpoint or word and up-load to TEAMS. If you are able to please edit your 4

